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basically, the concept of the gpl is open source
software is gpl software that you can use as you wish
(subject to the terms stated in the gpl) so long as you
dont change the software and keep the changes to
yourself to modify and/or re-distribute it. in layman
terms, the software is free but if you use parts of it in
another, independent product you must place the
entire source code under the gpl, or else it isnt free
anymore. the creative commons licenses is a bit more
complicated, consisting of 4 sub-licenses. the agpl
applies to the redistribution of entire works. this
includes the redistribution of something that has been
created by a program that uses the agpl. the main
benefit of the agpl is that it has a whole section about
fonts. the only exception to the agpl is if you are
redistributing an agpl library. the mit license is what
you want to use to distribute fonts you created or
designed. it allows the product under it to be changed
and distributed, but only as part of the main product
(the software, not the medium). you must include the
font with every product in which it is used. the artistic
license is the one you want to use if you are
distributing your own fonts to be used by others. it
allows you to share and use your fonts as long as you
keep them to yourself and make it clear that the font
is free for all to use. if youre an artist and dont want
your font posted to a website for others to download,
you can license it under a creative commons share-
alike license. this basically allows the person to use
your work without having to ask you for permission.
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you can still share in other ways (probably not best)
but on this license, theyre allowed to make derivative
works, share them with others, etc.
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with a base msrp of $56,695, the volvo xc60 is quite a
bit more than the elantra gt but it does have its

advantages. with its emphasis on driving dynamics
and soft-touch luxury interiors, the xc60 is a superior

crossover to the elantra gt. the xc60 will remind you of
a volvo s80 sedan, while the elantra gt is more like a
sporty subcompact. if youre looking for a base model
to compliment the explorer and land rover evoque or

just to drive, you should consider the elantra gt. it
drives like a volvo xc60 and has more interior space,
but costs only a little more. the one area where the

elantra gt is slightly more appealing is in the look of its
cabin because it has a bit more styling flair than a

plain volvo xc60. regardless, if youre seeking a
crossover that would blend in with a familys volvo or
buy to drive and trust its ability to keep its promises,
the xc60 is a volvo that youd want to check out. font
licensing is very similar to music: copyrights come
with restrictions, and a lot of other restrictions. you

should always consult a lawyer before you launch any
kind of business project, including a design studio, a

record label, or a website. also,nothingis free if it costs
you cash, especially if you try to use a font that is not
free. if you are unsure about a license, always contact
a lawyer and a designer before you get started. you
can always revisit a font license once you have some
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experience under your belt. something as simple as a
logo design might not require a custom license after

all. once you have the font you need, you can convert
it into a vector typeface. while there are many

solutions available, one of the best options is fontlab.
many older typefaces may look better when converted

into a vector typeface. vector fonts can be scaled,
recolored and manipulated to make your designs even

more stylish. fontlab is a paid software, but the
discount program could be worth the price. try to

never use any kind of optical character recognition
(ocr) software to convert your photos to text. it may

work for scanned images, but it may not work at all for
a real-life image. and you should never use a pdf

editor because when you save the changes you make
into the document, it reverts them back to the

template. it is much more reliable to convert a simple
image to a vector file. 5ec8ef588b
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